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Abstract  
Extensions of Kemeny’s constant, as derived for irreducible finite Markov chains in discrete 
time, to Markov renewal processes and Markov chains in continuous time are discussed. Three 
alternative Kemeny’s functions and their variants are considered. Typically, they lead to a 
constant if and only if the mean holding times between the states in the Markov renewal 
process are constant. However one particular variant leads to a constant, analogous to the 
discrete time Markov chain result.  Specifically, if the state space is finite, the weighted sum of 
the mean first passage times (omitting the mean return time) with the stationary probabilities 
associated with the continuous time semi-Markov process is a constant for any Markov renewal 
process.  Expressions for the Kemeny’s functions and the relevant constants are derived for 
Markov renewal processes and special cases involving continuous time Markov chains and 
birth and death processes. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A key property of irreducible finite discrete time Markov chains (MC’s) is the existence of 
Kemeny’s constant. The result is simple in form. Let the MC have state space S, stationary 
probabilities {πi} (i ∈ S) and mean first passage times mij (i,j ∈ S) (mean recurrence time when 
i = j).  The expression π jj∈S∑ mij , Kemeny’s function, ki, is in fact a constant, Kemeny’s 
constant, not depending on i. This constant was identified and explored by John Kemeny and 
first appears in Kemeny and Snell (1960).  It has the simple interpretation as the hitting time T 
to a ‘random” state chosen from the stationary distribution starting from any fixed state i but 
has the property that it is independent of the particular state used as the starting point. For 
various derivations and applications of this constant to different situations see Hunter (2014).  
Catral et al (2010) also identified that Kemeny’s constant is the same as the expected 
time to mixing, i.e., time to reach stationarity in an ergodic MC, which was also explored in 
Hunter (2006)). 
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One major interest has been efforts to give a physical interpretation, as opposed to 
mathematical arguments, as to why this expression should be constant. Hunter (2014) 
chronicles efforts to find a simple physical interpretation that were initially stimulated by a 
prize given by John Kemeny, as described in Snell (1975). The first recorded attempt appears 
to have been given by Peter Doyle in 1983, using the maximum principle, as highlighted in 
Grinstead and Snell (1997), when the question is posed as to whether Peter should have been 
given the prize. Further recent arguments are given by Gustafson and Hunter (2016), and Bini, 
Hunter, Meini, Latouche and Taylor (2017). 
 
What happens if we broaden the context and consider the equivalent expression for Markov 
renewal processes (MRP’s)? Does Kemeny’s function lead to a constant in this environment? If 
not, under what conditions are required for it to be constant? What about continuous time 
MC’s? 
 
We first summarize a derivation of Kemeny’s constant for finite discrete time MC’s, followed 
by derivations of related Kemeny’s functions for MRP’s. Some variants analogous to omitting 
the πj mjj term are also explored. The conditions for constancy and the extension to MC’s in continuous time are then explored. 
 
 
 
2.  Kemeny’s function for discrete time Markov chains on a finite state 
space. 
 
Let {Xn} be a finite irreducible discrete time MC with state space S = {1, 2, …, m} and 
transition matrix P = [pij], where pij = P[Xn+1 = j | Xn = i]. Then a stationary distribution {πi} 
exists for Xn, where π j = π ii=1
m∑ pij for all j ∈S  with π ii=1
m∑ = 1,  (Feller (1950)). 
Let π T = (π1,π2 ,...,πm )  be the stationary probability vector of {Xn} and π T  is the unique left-
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, i.e.  
                                             π T (I − P) = 0T  and π Te = 1,                                                       (2.1) 
where eT = (1,1,...,1)  is a vector of 1’s of dimension m. 
 
It is also the case that for the eigenvalue 1, P has a right-eigenvector that is unique up to 
multiplicative constant of the vector e. i.e. 
                                             (I − P)x = 0⇔  x = ce,                                                               (2.2) 
for some real c. 
 
Let Nij denote the generic first-passage time random variable for the MC Xn to pass from state i 
to state j, (return time when i = j), so that Nij = inf{n ≥1:  Xn = j | X0 = i}.  Under the 
assumption of irreducibility, the Nij are proper random variables and the mij = E (Nij | X0 = i) are 
well defined and finite for all i, j ∈S. 
 It is well known, by a simple first-passage decomposition argument, (e.g. Kemeny and Snell 
(1960)) that for all i, j ∈S,  
                                                mij = 1+ pikk≠ j∑ mkj .                                                              (2.3) 
Using the notation M = [mij ],  Md = [δ ijmij ]= diag(m11,...,mmm ),  E = [1]= eeT , equations (2.3) 
can be re-expressed as  
                                                  (I – P)M = E – PMd.                                                               (2.4)  
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In particular, it is a well known standard result for MC’s (Kemeny and Snell (1960)), that  
            mii = 1/πi,                (2.5) 
so that if Π = eπΤ   then D = Md = (Πd )–1.   
Hunter (1982), (see also Hunter (1983)), gave a general solution to equation (2.4), using any 
one-condition generalized inverse G of I – P, i.e. any G such that (I – P)G(I – P) = I – P, that  
 
    M =  [GΠ   – E(GΠ )d + I – G +EGd]D.                                  (2.6) 
We define Kemeny’s function as ki ≡ mijπ jj=1
m∑ and thus if kT = (k1,k2,...,km )  then k = Mπ .   
Since, from (2.4), Mdπ = e,  we have, from (2.5), 
                                       (I − P)k = (I − P)Mπ  = eeTπ − Pe= e − e = 0.                                 (2.7)  
Thus, from (2.2), it follows that k = ke for some constant k, implying that ki = k for all i. So that Kemeny’s function is in fact a constant for all i, known as Kemeny’s constant KC.  
From (2.6) (or Hunter (2006)) it is easily shown that if G is any g-inverse of I – P, then, since 
eTGde = tr(G) and eT(GΠ)de = tr(GΠ), 
           KC = 1+ tr(G)− tr(GΠ ).                                                       (2.8) 
In elemental form, if G = [gij] with gj . = gjkk=1
m∑ ,  
                                                
 
KC = 1+ (g jjj=1
m∑ − g j.π j ).                             (2.9) 
In particular,                             KC = tr(Z) = 1 + tr(A#),                   (2.10) 
where Z = [I − P +Π ]−1  is the fundamental matrix of I – P and A# = Z −Π is the group inverse 
of I – P. 
 
An alternative expression for Kemeny’s constant can be given in terms of eigenvalues of P, 
{λi ,i = 1,...,m}  which, since P is irreducible, are such that λ1 = 1,with λi ≤1 and λi ≠ 1,  (i = 2, 
.., m)  (see Hunter (2006), Hunter (2014)):  
                                                
 
KC = 1+ 1 (1− λ jj=2
m∑ ).                                                        (2.11) 
See also Catral et al (2010) for other alternative expressions of KC.  
An alternative variant of Kemeny’s constant is given by K°C ≡ π jj=1, j≠i
m∑ mij ,  since, from (2.5), 
miiπ i = 1,  so that K°C = KC −1 . 
 
The key observation is that for a discrete time Markov chain, the function ki ≡ π jmijj=1
m∑ , or 
the variant k°i ≡ π jj=1, j≠i
m∑ mij ,  are each a constant, independent of the initial state i, given by 
KC and K°C , respectively, and can be found in a variety of ways. 
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3.  Kemeny’s function for Markov renewal processes on a finite state 
space. 
 
Let us set the scene with a review of the definitions used in Markov renewal theory. 
Let {(Xn, Tn), n ≥ 0} be a finite irreducible MRP with underlying jump MC {Xn, n ≥ 0} having 
transition matrix P and state space S = {1, 2, …, m}. The semi-Markov kernel is given by 
Qij (t) = P{Xn+1 = j,Tn+1 −Tn ≤ t Xn = i}  so that  P = [pij ]= [Qij (+∞)] .  
Let Fij(t) be the distribution function of the length of time between transitions of the MRP, 
given that the process makes a transition from state i to state j, i.e.                                 
Fij (t) =  P{Tn+1 −Tn ≤ t Xn = i,Xn+1 = j} so that, if pij > 0, Qij (t) = pijFij (t) . 
Let µij = t dQij0
∞
∫ (t) = pij t dFij0
∞
∫ (t) = pijE[Tn+1 −Tn | Xn = i,Xn+1 = j]  where  
E[Tn+1 −Tn | Xn = i,Xn+1 = j] is the mean holding time in state i prior to moving to state j, given 
that a transition takes place between states i and j. We assume that these first moments are all 
finite. LetP(1) = µij⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  and let µi be the mean sojourn time of the MRP on any visit to state i, i.e. 
 
µi = µik
k
∑ so that P(1)e = µ , where µT = (µ1, µ2, …, µm). 
 
Let Tij be the time for a first passage from state i to state j in the MRP. 
Let Gij(t) be the distribution function of Tij and let mij = t dGij0
∞
∫ (t) = E[Tij | X0 = i],  be the mean 
first passage time from state i to state j in the MRP. 
 
By a first passage decomposition, (See Pyke (1961), Hunter (1969)), 
                                               Gij (t) =Qij (t)+ Qik (t − u)dGkj0
∞
∫ (u)
k≠ j
∑ ,                                     (3.1) 
which leads (Corollary 2.1.1, Hunter (1969)) to relationships between the first moments 
                                                   
 
mij = µi + pik
k≠ j
∑ mkj .                 (3.2) 
 
There are two stationary distributions associated with the MRP {(Xn, Tn), n ≥ 0}  –  one 
{π i} associated with the discrete time MC {Xn , n ≥ 0} and one {ϖ j} associated with the 
minimal semi-Markov process, SMP, {X(t), t ≥ 0} where X(t) = Xn  for Tn ≤ t < Tn+1.  (i.e.  X(t) 
is the state that the MRP is occupying at time t.) If the MC is aperiodic 
π j = limn→∞ P{Xn = j X0 = i},  while ϖ j = limt→∞ P{X(t) = j X0 = i} or, if the SMP is 
stationary,ϖ j = limt→∞ P{X(t) = j}.    
 
Let π T = {π1,π 2,...,πm} and ϖ T = {ϖ1,ϖ 2,...,ϖm} be the stationary probability vectors 
associated with the MC {Xn,} and the SMP {X(t)}, respectively. 
 
Both of these sets of probabilities or vectors are interrelated. Let λ ≡ π T µ  and 
Λ ≡ diag(µ1,µ2,...,µm ) . (λ has been called the “mean asymptotic increment”, (Keilson and 
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Wishart (1964). See also Hunter (1969)). 
If {Xn} is irreducible and aperiodic,  µi <∞  for all  i∈ S , then (Çinlar (1975)),   
                                            ϖ T = π TΛ λ  and π T = λϖ TΛ−1 ,                                                (3.3) 
or, equivalently, ϖ = Λπ / λ  and π = λΛ−1ϖ.  
 
We have various possible ways of specifying Kemeny’s function for MRP’s. The natural 
approach is to specify Kemeny’s function, analogous to the definition for MC’s. We consider 
the alternative variants later. 
 
Definition 1: Let ki(1) ≡ π jmijj=1
m∑ , where πj is the stationary probability of being in state j in 
the embedded discrete-time MC {Xn}, be a Kemeny’s function for a finite irreducible m-state MRP with mean first passage times mij, (mean recurrence time when i = j).  
The rationale for this definition is reflected in the observation that Kemeny’s constant in a MC 
is equivalent to the expected time to mixing – i.e. starting at any state i the time to reach a state 
selected from the stationary distribution of the MC. In a MRP this time must occur when the 
MRP moves to a particular state for the first time and that is governed by the underlying 
embedded MC.  
 
Definition 2: Let ki(2) ≡ ϖ jj=1
m∑ mij , where ϖ j  is the stationary probability of being in state j in 
the  continuous time SMP {X(t)}, be a Kemeny’s function for a finite irreducible m-state MRP 
with mean first passage times mij, (mean recurrence time when i = j)  
Thus we use the limiting (in the case of aperiodic MRP’s) or the continuous time stationary 
state distribution rather than that of the embedded MC to select the target state. 
 
Definition 2 was used in effect in Bini et. al. (2017) in the setting of Markov chains in 
continuous time (their Section 4). 
 
In the case of discrete time MC’s observe, by virtue of (2.5) that KC = mij mjjj=1
m∑ . This leads 
to another possible definition of Kemeny’s function for an MRP. 
 
Definition 3: Let ki(3) ≡ mij mjjj=1
m∑ ,  where  mij is the mean first passage time between  states i 
and  j (mean recurrence time when i = j) in the MRP  {Xn, ,Tn }, be a Kemeny’s function for a finite irreducible m-state MRP with mean first passage times mij.  
 
Let k (l )T = (k1(l ),k2(l ),...,km(l ) )  for l = 1, 2, and 3. The vector versions of the respective Kemeny 
functions yield k (1) = Mπ ,  k (2) = Mϖ , and k (3) = M Md( )−1 e.  
 
The first two definitions are interrelated through (3.3) with k (1) = λΜΛ−1ϖ  and k (2) = ΜΛπ / λ.  
 
Let M = [mij ]  be the mean first passage time matrix of a finite irreducible MRP {(Xn,Tn), n ≥ 
0}. Let Md = [δijmij], with eT and E as defined in Section 2. The following result follows from (3.2) and appears in Corollary 2.3.1, Hunter (1969) and also in Section 5.2, Hunter (1982):      
M satisfies the matrix equation 
 
                                                   (I – P)M = P(1)E – PMd .                                                        (3.4) 
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Pre-multiplication of (3.4) by  π
T implies  π
T P(1)E = π T Md .  Since  µ = P
(1)e  and E = eeT we 
thus deduce that  π
TµeT = π T Md .  Since  λ ≡ π
T µ  we have that  λe
T = (π1m11,....,πmmmm).  
Thus for all i,  
           λ = π imii.                                                                    (3.5)  
Further D ≡ Md = λ(Πd )−1  where Π = eπΤ, and consequently 
                                                          Dπ = λdiag(1 π1 ,...,1 πm )π = λe.           (3.6) 
 
Theorem 1:  For a finite irreducible MRP with underlying irreducible jump MC having 
transition matrix P  with stationary probability vector π , mean sojourn time vector µ  and 
λ ≡ π T µ,  Kemeny’s function vector,  k (1) under Definition 1, can be expressed as follows: 
 
(a) Let G be any g-inverse of I – P, then 
                                        k
(1) = Gµ − tr(Gµπ T )e +  λe − λGe + λtr(G)e.                                (3.7) 
(b) If Z = I − P +Π[ ]−1 is the fundamental matrix of the embedded MC,  
                                        k
(1) =  Zµ − tr(Zµπ T )e + λtr(Z )e.                                                    (3.8) 
 (c) If A# is the group inverse of I – P,  
                                        k
(1) =  A#µ − tr( A#µπ T )e + λe + λtr( A# )e.                                      (3.9) 
(d) If  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ) 
                                       
 
k (1) = λ I −G! + tr(G! )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦e.                                                               (3.10) 
 
Proof:   
(a) Analogous to the derivation of (2.6), it was shown in Theorem 5.2, Hunter, (1982) that if G 
is any g-inverse of I – P, then for an irreducible MRP, the mean first passage time matrix is 
given by  
                              
 
  M  = (1 λ){GP(1)Π − E(GP(1)Π )d}+  I −G + EGd⎡⎣
⎤
⎦D,                        (3.11) 
where  Π = eπ
T ,  D = λ(Πd )
−1 . Now  GP
(1)Π = GP(1)eπ T = Gµπ T .  From (3.11) and (3.6), and, 
since for any square matrix X, tr(X) =  e
T Xde , (3.6) follows.  
 
(b) Taking G = Z, and since Ze = e, (3.7) leads to (3.8).  
                                                                                            
(c) Taking G as the group inverse A# = Z – Π, and since A#e = 0,  (3.7) leads to (3.9). 
Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are equivalent since  A
#µ = Zµ − λe ,  A
#µπ T = Zµπ T − λΠ, and 
 tr( A
#µπ T )e = tr(Zµπ T )e − λe  and  tr( A
# ) = tr(Z )−1 .  
 
(d) With  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ), Corollary 5.2.2, Hunter (1982) shows that 
                                                     
 
M  = I − G! + EG! d⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ D,                                                    (3.12) 
where 
 
D = euT G! d⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
−1 .    With this choice of g-inverse, using either (3.7) or (3.12),  expression 
(3.10) for Kemeny’s function vector  k (1)  follows. 
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[Alternatively, use the result of Eqn. (3.17) of Hunter (1983):  [I − P + tu
T ]−1t = (1 uT e)e,  
(provided  u
T e ≠ 0).  Thus  G
!µ = [I − P + µuT ]−1 µ  = fe with f = (1 uT e)  and  G!µπ
T = fΠ.  
This leads to the first two terms of (3.7) cancelling, resulting in (3.10).] 
 
Theorem 2:  For a finite irreducible MRP with underlying irreducible SMP process having 
limiting vector ϖ , mean sojourn time vector µ  and λ ≡ π T µ,  Kemeny’s function vector, 
 k (2) under Definition 2, can be expressed as follows:  
 (a) Let G be any g-inverse of I – P, then 
                                       
 
k (2) = I + EGd − (1 λ)E(Gµπ
T )d⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ µ .                                          (3.13) 
(b) IfZ = I − P +Π[ ]−1 is the fundamental matrix of the embedded MC,  
                                       
 
k (2) = I + EZd − (1 λ)E(Z µπ
T )d⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ µ .                                          (3.14) 
 (c) If A# is the group inverse of I – P,  
                                       
 
k (2) = I + EAd
# − (1 λ)E( A# µπT )d⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ µ .                                         (3.15) 
(d) If  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ), 
                                      
 
k (2)  = µ − (1 uT e)e + eT G! d µ( )e.                                                  (3.16) 
 
Proof:   
(a) Note that k (2) = Mϖ  and, from (3.3), on taking the transpose, ϖ = Λπ / λ. Thus 
           
Dϖ = DΛπ / λ  = 1
λ
m11
mii
mmm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
µ1
µi
µm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
π1
π i
πm
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
= 1
λ
m11µ1π1
miiµiπ i
mmmµmπm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
= µ,  
since from (3.5), λ = π imii  for all i. 
(3.17) 
Now from (3.11) and the definition of λ, 
                               
 
k (2) = Mϖ  = (1 λ){GµπT − E(GµπT )d}+  I −G + EGd⎡⎣ ⎤⎦µ ,  
leading to (3.13).  
 
(b) and (c): Equations (3.14) and (3.15) follow from (3.13). 
 
(d): From (3.11),
 
 k (2) = Mϖ = M  = I −G! + EG! d⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Dϖ = I −G
! + EG! d⎡⎣
⎤
⎦µ  
                                    = µ − G
!µ + EG! dµ   where G!µ = (1 uT e)e, from the proof of Theorem 1, 
leading to (3.16). 
 
Theorem 3:  For a finite irreducible MRP with underlying irreducible jump MC having  
transition matrix P  with stationary probability vector π , mean sojourn time vector µ  and 
λ ≡ π T µ,  Kemeny’s function vector,  k (3) under Definition 3, can be expressed as follows: 
 
(a) Let G be any g-inverse of I – P, then 
                                        k
(3) = (1 λ){Gµ − tr(Gµπ T )}e +  e −Ge + tr(G)e.                        (3.18) 
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 (b) If Z = I − P +Π[ ]−1 is the fundamental matrix of the embedded MC,  
                                        k
(3) = (1 λ  ){Zµ − tr(Zµπ T )e}+ tr(Z )e.                                      (3.19) 
(c) If A# is the group inverse of I – P,  
                                        k
(3) =  (1 λ){A#µ − tr( A#µπ T )e}+ e + tr( A# )e.                             (3.20) 
(d) If  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ) 
                                       
 
k (3) = I − G! + tr(G! )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦e.                                                                  (3.21) 
Proof: From (3.6) observe that Md( )−1 = (1 λ)Πd  so that 
                                       k (3) = M Md( )−1 e = (1 λ)Mπ = (1 λ)k (1) .                                       (3.22) 
Results (a), (b) (c) and (d) now follow directly from Theorem 1. 
 
We now explore conditions under which the respective Kemeny function vectors k (i )  are 
multiples of e, implying the constant nature of the ki(l )  and hence the existence of Kemeny 
constants for MRP’s, as is the case for Kemeny’s constant for MC’s.  
 
First note that 
(I − P)k (1) = (I  –  P)Mπ  = (P(1)E  –  PMd )π = P(1)eeTπ − PDπ   = P(1)e − Pλe  = µ − λe.   
Now ki(1) = KC(1) ⇔ k (1) = KC(1)e⇔ (I − P)k (1) = 0⇔ µ = λe.   
This is equivalent to µi = λ.  i.e. µi is a constant. (Note from its definition λ  = π kk=1
m∑ µk . ) 
 
This leads to a key result of this note:    
 
Corollary 1.1:  In an irreducible MRP on a finite state space S, the mixture ki(1) = π jj∈S∑ mij , 
of the mean first passage times mij = E[Tij | X0 = i]  with the stationary distribution {πj} is 
independent of the initial state i if and only if the mean sojourn times μj of visits to the state j are the same for all states j.   
When these conditions are satisfied, i.e. µ = λe ,  k
(1) = KC
(1)e  where, under the conditions and 
notation of Theorem 1,  
 
KC
(1) = λ 1+ tr(G)− tr(GΠ )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = λ tr(Z )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = λ 1+ tr( A
# )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ = λ 1+ tr(G
! )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ − (1 u
T e).  
The last expression follows from the observation that with  G! ≡ [I − P + λeu
T ]−1  then 
 G
!e ≡ [I − P + λeuT ]−1e = (1 λuT e)e,  (provided  u
T e ≠ 0).  
All of these results lead to a very simple expression for Kemeny’s constant KC
(1) , with the 
constant as derived for the embedded MC case multiplied by the constant mean sojourn time. 
 
 
Let us now consider the implication of the second definition of Kemeny’s constant,
 k (2) = Mϖ = M Λπ λ .   
From equation (3.4),                                                     
 (I  –  P)k (2)  =  P(1)eeTϖ  –  PMdϖ = µ − PMdΛπ / λ , 
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where  MdΛπ =
m11
mii
mmm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
µ1
µi
µm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
π1
π i
πm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
=
m11µ1π1
miiµiπ i
mmmµmπm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
=
λµ1
λµi
λµm
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
                       = λµ,  since, from (3.5), λ = π imii  for all i.
 
Now (I  –  P)k (2) = µ − Pµ = (Ι − P)µ  i.e. (I  –  P)(k (2) − µ) = 0.   
From (2.2) (I − P)x = 0⇔  x = ce for some real c, so that (I  –  P)(k (2) − µ) = 0  if and only if 
k (2) − µ = ce for some real c, i.e. k (2) = µ + ce.  
Now k (2) = KC(2)e⇔ KC(2)e = µ + ce  i.e. if and only if µ  is a multiple of e. Since 
λ  = π kk=1
m∑ µk and all theµi are constant we must have µi = λ . This leads to the following key 
result analogous to Corollary 1.1. 
 
Corollary 2.1. In an irreducible MRP on a finite state space S, the mixture ki(2) = ϖ jj∈S∑ mij , 
of the mean first passage times mij = E[Tij | X0 = i]  with the stationary distribution {ϖ j} of the 
associated SMP is independent of the initial state i if and only if the mean sojourn times μj of visits to the state j are the same for all states j. 
 
When these conditions are satisfied, i.e. µ = λe ,  k
(2) = KC
(2)e  where, under the conditions and 
notation of Theorem 2,  
 
KC
(2) = λ 1+ tr(G)− tr(GΠ )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = λ tr(Z )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = λ 1+ tr( A
# )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ = λ 1+ tr(G
! )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ − (1 u
T e) = KC
(1).  
 
Now, from (3.20), k (3) = (1 λ)k (1).  Directly from Corollary 1.1 we can derive an equivalent key 
result for k (3).   
 
Corollary 3.1:  In an irreducible MRP on a finite state space S, the mixture ki(3) = mij mjjj=1
m∑  
where  mij = E[Tij | X0 = i]  are the mean first passage times between states i and j in the MRP, 
is independent of the initial state i if and only if the mean sojourn times μj of visits to the state j are the same for all states j. 
Under the restriction µ = λe , with the notation and conditions of Theorem 3, 
 KC
(3) = 1+ tr(G)− tr(GΠ ) = tr(Z ) = 1+ tr( A# ) = 1+ tr(G! )− (1 λuT e).  
 
 
Analogous to the variant of Kemeny’s constant for discrete time Markov chains we define the 
variants of the three Kemeny functions, as in Definitions 1, 2 and 3,  as k°i(1) ≡ π jmijj=1, j≠i
m∑ ,  
k°i(2) ≡ ϖ jmijj=1, j≠i
m∑ , and k°i(3) ≡ mij mjjj=1, j≠i
m∑ , respectively.  
 
In Bini et. al. (2017) the notation for the “first passage time” and the “first return time” are 
defined as  θ i = inf{t ≥ 0 : X (t) = i} and  Ti = inf{t ≥ J1 : X (t) = i},  where J1 (T1 in our formulation of the definition of a MRP, {Xn, Tn}) is the first jump time of the MC so that if  X0 
= i then  θ i = 0 < Ti  otherwise  θ i = Ti > 0.  Thus for  i ≠ j, Ei[θ j ]= Ei[Tj ]= mij   while for  i = j, 
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 Ei[θ i]= 0 with  Ei[Ti]= mii .  Thus the deletion of i = j term in the above sums retains just the mij 
= Ei[θ j ]  terms.  
Since π imii = λ,  (from (3.5)), ϖ imii = µi , (from (3.3) or (3.17)), and mii mii = 1, we deduce  
expressions for the equivalent vector functions as  k°(1) = k (1) − λe ,  k°
(2) = k (2) − µ ,  and 
 k°
(3) = k (3) − e.  
An immediate consequence of these alternative variants is that we can immediately deduce a 
variety of expressions for  k°(1) ,  k°(2)  and  k°(3)  directly from Theorems 1, 2 and 3.   
Corollary 1.2:  For a finite irreducible MRP with underlying irreducible jump MC having 
transition matrix P with stationary probability vector π , mean sojourn time vector µ  and 
λ ≡ π T µ,  the alternative Kemeny’s function vector,  k°(1) , can be expressed as follows: 
 
(a) Let G be any g-inverse of I – P, then 
                                        k°
(1) = Gµ − tr(Gµπ T )e − λGe + λtr(G)e.                                (3.23) 
(b) If Z = I − P +Π[ ]−1 is the fundamental matrix of the embedded MC,  
                                        k°
(1) =  Zµ − tr(Zµπ T )e + λ(tr(Z )−1)e.                                        (3.24) 
 (c) If A# is the group inverse of I – P,  
                                        k°
(1) =  A#µ − tr( A#µπ T )e + λtr( A# )e.                                          (3.25) 
(d) If  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ) 
                                       
 
k°(1) = λ tr(G! )−G!⎡⎣
⎤
⎦e.                                                                   (3.26) 
 
 
Corollary 2.2:  For a finite irreducible MRP with underlying irreducible SMP process having 
limiting vector ϖ , mean sojourn time vector µ  and λ ≡ π T µ,  the alternative Kemeny’s 
function vector,  k°(2) , can be expressed as  k°
(2) = Κ °C
(2) e , where 
 
(a) Let G be any g-inverse of I – P, then 
                                       
 
K°C
(2) = eT Gd − (1 λ)(Gµπ
T )d( ) µ.                                                (3.27) 
(b) IfZ = I − P +Π[ ]−1 is the fundamental matrix of the embedded MC,  
                                       
 
K°C
(2) = eT Zd − (1 λ)(Zµπ
T )d( ) µ.                                                 (3.28) 
(c) If A# is the group inverse of I – P,  
                                       
 
K°C
(2) = eT Ad
# − (1 λ)( A#µπT )d( ) µ.                                               (3.29) 
(d) If  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ), 
                                      
 
K°C
(2) = (1 uT e)+ eT G! dµ( ).                                                             (3.30)                            
Thus the sum k°i(2) ≡ ϖ jj=1, j≠i
m∑ mij  is a constant  Κ °C
(2) , with one of the equivalent forms given 
by (3.27), (3.28), (3.29), or (3.30), for all values i, analogous to the result  Κ °C for discrete time  MC’s. 
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Corollary 3.2:  For a finite irreducible MRP with underlying irreducible jump MC having 
transition matrix P with stationary probability vector π , mean sojourn time vector µ  and 
λ ≡ π T µ,  the alternative Kemeny’s function vector,  k°(3) ,  can be expressed as follows:  
(a) Let G be any g-inverse of I – P, then 
                                        k°
(3) = (1 λ){Gµ − tr(Gµπ T )}e −Ge + tr(G)e.                             (3.31) 
 (b) If Z = I − P +Π[ ]−1 is the fundamental matrix of the embedded MC,  
                                        k°
(3) = (1 λ  ){Zµ − tr(Zµπ T )e}+ tr(Z )e − e.                                (3.32) 
(c) If A# is the group inverse of I – P,  
                                        k°
(3) =  (1 λ){A#µ − tr( A#µπ T )e}+ tr( A# )e.                                (3.33) 
(d) If  G
! ≡ [I − P + µuT ]−1  (with  uT e ≠ 0 ) 
                                       
 
k°(3) = tr(G! )− G!⎡⎣
⎤
⎦e.                                                                      (3.34) 
 
The variant k°i(2) ≡ ϖ jj=1, j≠i
m∑ mij  is the only Kemeny function that achieves a constant for all 
MRP’s, which naturally includes MC’s in continuous times, birth and death processes, results 
that were also established in Bini et.al. (2017).  
 
The observations that  k°(1) = k (1) − λe  and  k°(3) = k (3) − e  imply that the results of Corollaries 
1.1 and 3.1 also hold for  k°(1) and   k°(3) when the mean sojourn (holding) times, μj , of visits to the state j are the same for all states j with 
 
K°C
(1) = λ tr(G)− tr(GΠ )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = λ tr(Z )−1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = λ tr( A
# )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ = λ tr(G
! )⎡⎣
⎤
⎦ − (1 u
T e). 
and  
 K°C
(3) = tr(G)− tr(GΠ ) = tr(Z ) = tr( A# ) = tr(G! )− (1 λuT e).  
 
 
Let us now explore a direct way of deriving the properties of the first Kemeny’s function, 
 
k≡ k (1) = π jj∈S∑ mij( ).  
 
From equation (3.5) i.e. k = Pk + µ − λe  by repeated substitution we see that 
k = (I + P + ..+ Pn−1)(µ − λe)+ Pnk ,                                      (3.35) 
which, since, for each r = 0, 1, … Pre = e , λ = π T µ  so that  
Pr (µ − λe) = Prµ − eπ T µ = ( Pr −Π )µ  and (3.21) reduces to 
 k = (Ι − Π )µ + (Pk − Π )µk=1
n−1∑ + Pnk.                                     (3.36) 
     
Under the conditions of irreducibility and aperiodicity Pn → eπ T =Π  and (Hunter (1983)) 
Z = I + (Pk=1
∞∑ −Π )k = I + (Pkk=1
∞∑ −Π ) = I − P +Π[ ]−1 so taking the limit as n→∞  leads to  
 
                             k = (Ι − Π )µ + (Z − I )µ +Π k = (Ζ − Π )µ  + Π k   = Ζµ − λe + Π k.       (3.37)    
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While (3.37) gives a relationship satisfied by k it does not lead to an explicit expression for k. It 
does however illustrate how the Z matrix emerges as a key tool for finding expressions for k. It 
also is related to the “deviation matrix”  D = (P
n − eπ T )n≥0∑ = Z −Π = A#  which is used in the 
paper by Bini et al. (2017) in the special case of MCs in discrete time, where 
ki ≡ mijπ jjεS∑ = KC = Djjj∑ . 
 
A MC in discrete time is a special MRP with constant unit holding times (Tn+1 – Tn = 1) between 
transitions, yielding µi = 1  for all i and implying  λ=1  and KC(1) = KC(2) = KC(3) = tr(Z ),   
K°C(1) = K°C(2) = K°C(3) = tr(Z )−1,  a constant not depending on i. 
 
For a general MRP it is still possible for Kemeny’s function to be a constant with sojourn times 
in the states being random variables as long as their mean sojourn times are constant.  
 
Example 1: Two-state MRP. 
 
We consider the special two-state MRP with S = {1, 2}, the embedded MC {Xn} with transition 
matrix
 
P= p11 p12p21 p22
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
, with mean sojourn time vector µ = (µ1,  µ2 ) . The stationary 
probability vector  π
T = (π1,π2 )   = p21 (p12 + p21), p12 (p12 + p21)( ) . 
The constant  λ ≡ π
T µ = π1µ1 +π2µ2 = (µ1 p21 + µ2 p12 ) ( p12 + p21). This implies that 
  λ( p12 + p21) = µ1p21 + µ2 p12.  
Observe that Z = [I − P + eπ T ]−1 = 1p12 + p21
p21 +
p12
p12 + p21
p12 −
p12
p12 + p21
p21 −
p21
p12 + p21
p12 +
p21
p12 + p21
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
,  
with tr(Z ) = 1+ 1(p12 + p21)
= (1+ p21 + p12 )(p12 + p21)
.  (See Example 7.3.4, Hunter (1983)). 
 
The mean first passage time matrix, M is given by 
 
M = m11 m12m21 m22
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥  
=
µ1 + (µ2p12 p21) µ1 p12
µ2 p21 (µ1p21 p12 )+ µ2
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
. (See Eqn. (49) of Hunter (2016)). 
 
Thus Kemeny’s function, under the first definition, is given as 
 k (1) = k1
(1)
k2(1)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
= Mπ
 
=
1
(p12 + p21)
µ1(1+ p21)+ µ2p12
µ1p21 + µ2 (1+ p12 )
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
. 
Observe that  k
(1) = KC(1)e  if and only if  µ1(1+ p21)+ µ2p12 = µ1p21 + µ2 (1+ p12 ) ,  
i.e.  µ1 = µ2  (=λ) , with  KC
(1) =λ(1+ p21 + p12 ) (p12 + p21)=λtr(Z ),  a constant, as expected 
from Corollary 1.1 regarding the conditions for the existence of Kemeny’s constant. 
 
k°(1) =
k°1
(1)
k°2
(1)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
= k (1) − λe = 1
( p12 + p21)
µ1
µ2
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
=
π2m12
π1m21
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
. 
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Further, the limiting probability vector associated with the SMP  is ϖ T = π TΛ λ = {ϖ1,  ϖ 2}  
where, with Λ = diag(µ1,  µ2 )  yields ϖ T = µ1p21 (µ1p21 + µ2p12 ),µ2p12 (µ1p21 + µ2p12 ) ( ) . 
Thus Kemeny’s function, under the second definition, 
 k (2) = k1
(2)
k2(2)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
= Mϖ
 
=
1
µ1p21 + µ2p12
µI {µI p21 + µ2 (1+ p12 )}
µ2{µ1(1+ p21)+ µ2p12}
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
. 
Observe that  k
(2) = KC(2)e  if and only if  µ1 = µ2  ( =λ) , 
 KC
(2) =λ+λ (p21 + p12 )=λ(1+ p12 + p21) ( p12 + p21)=λtr(Z ),  a constant, as expected from 
Corollary 2.1 
Note also that 
 
k°(2) = k (2) − µ = µIµ2
µ1p21 + µ2p12
1
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥ =
m12ϖ 2
m21ϖ1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
, leading to a constant for 
each state, as expected , as a consequence of Corollary 2.2. 
 
 
Further  
 
k (3) = k1
(3)
k2(3)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
= (1 λ)k (1) = 1(µ1p21 + µ2p12 )
µ1(1+ p21)+ µ2p12
µ1p21 + µ2 (1+ p12 )
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
.  
 
Observe that  k
(3) = KC(3)e  if and only if  µ1 = µ2  (=λ) , with KC
(3) = (1+ p21 + p12 ) (p21 + p12 )  a  
constant, tr(Z), as expected from Corollary 3.1 regarding the conditions for the existence of 
Kemeny’s constant. 
Further,  
 
k°(3) = k°1
(3)
k°2(3)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
= k (3) −e= 1(µ1p21 + µ2p12 )
µ1
µ2
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
m12 m22
m21 m11
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
.  
 
 
4.  Kemeny’s function for Markov chains in continuous time on a finite 
state space.  
 
MC’s in continuous time are special MRP’s whose semi-Markov kernel is given by 
 
Qij (t) = pij 1−e−νit⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ,  (i, j =1,..,m,  t≥ 0) with pii = 0. We shall assume that  0<νi <∞   so that 
the process is stable and regular. In the terminology of Section 3,  Fij (t) =1−e
−νit ,  i≠ j,  t≥ 0,  
implying that for  (i, j)∈ S= {1,2,...,m},  µij = pij νi  (i≠ j) and µi =1 νi ,  i∈ S.    
It is typical to specify a MC in continuous time in terms of the infinitesimal generator 
 
Q= qij⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  
of the process. However, (see Çinlar (1975) or Hunter (1969)), Q can be expressed in terms of 
the stated parameters from the MRP. In particular 
 
qij =
−νi , i= j,
νi pij , i≠ j.
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪
 Conversely, 
 
νi =−qii ,  and pij =
0, i= j,
−qij qii , i≠ j.
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪
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Observe that qij ≥ 0 for i ≠ j,  that qii < 0,  and that qijj∑ = 0 for all i ∈S.  It is easy to see that 
I − P = Qd( )−1Q  and Λ = diag(µ1,µ2,...,µm ) = − Qd( )−1 .   
 
The MRP expressions for the Kemeny’s functions, under the above definitions, also apply to 
MC’s in continuous time.  In fact, a MC in continuous time can also have a constant Kemeny’s 
function if the mean sojourn times in each state are exponentially distributed with the same 
mean ν. This follows directly from the results of Section 3. If ν i = ν ,  for all i ∈S,  then a 
Poisson process of rate ν is driving the MC in continuous time process with transition rates 
qij = ν pij ,  (i ≠ j),  or transition probabilities pij = qij qikk≠i∑ ,  (i ≠ j).   
 
Let {Xt ,  t ≥ 0}  be the associated SMP i.e. Xt = Xn  for Tn ≤ t < Tn+1,  the state of the MRP at time 
t. It is typical for regular MC’s in continuous time to consider the limiting probabilities 
ϖ j = limt→∞ P{Xt = j X0 = i}  rather than the stationary probabilities πi of the embedded MC.  
 
Both of these sets of probabilities can be found as the solutions of stationary equations. Let 
ϖ T = {ϖ1,ϖ 2,...,ϖm} . It is easily seen that π T (I − P) = 0⇔ϖ TQ = 0T .  Further, since 
λ = π T µ , ϖ T = π TΛ λ  and π T = λϖ TΛ−1.  
 
Through the identification of the transition probabilities pij, the mean holding times µi, and a generalized inverse G of I – P where P = [pij] one can use one of the results of Theorem 4 to find an expression for Kemeny’s function, under Definition 1. However it is typical to 
prescribe the MC in continuous time simply in terms of the infinitesimal generator Q = [qij] so it is desirable to express Kemeny’s function in terms of Q. 
 
Since Kemeny’s function, under Definition 1, is k (1) = Mπ we can use the results of Theorem 
5.4 of Hunter (1982) where an expression for M is derived in terms of  
H = Q + euT⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
−1  (with uTe ≠ 0) , a generalized inverse of Q.    
We do not go into the details but refer the reader to Hunter (1982) where it is shown that 
 ϖ T = uT H ,  λ = − ϖ TQde( )−1 ,  π T = −λϖ TQd ,  and M = H − EHd − (Qd )−1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ (euT H )d⎡⎣ ⎤⎦−1 .    
Further D = Md = λ Πd( )−1  where Πd = −λ euT H( )d Qd  leading to D = − Qd( )
−1 euT H( )d⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
−1 .   
Since Dπ = λe,  k (1) = Mπ = λ I − HQd + EHdQd[ ].   
i.e.                                          k (1) = λ I − HQd + tr(HQd )[ ]e.                 (4.1) 
This last result also follows from (3.12) since  G! = [I − P + (Qd )
−1euT ]−1 = HQd . 
 
This result (4.1) maybe not be particularly useful, as it does require the computation of a matrix 
inverse. However it reflects the similarity between the computations for k by using transition 
rates rather than the transition probabilities. 
 
 
Example 2: Two-state MC in continuous time 
For the two-state MC in continuous time with Q = −ν1 ν1
ν2 −ν2
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
, we have P = 0 11 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥  so 
that the underlying MRP {(Xn, Tn), n ≥ 1} process is effectively an alternating renewal process {U1, V1, U2, V2,….} with Ui = T2i-1 – T2i -2, Vi = T2i   – T2i-1,  (i ≥1) where  T0 = 0. Thus Ui is 
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distributed as an exponential (ν1) random variable and Vi is distributed as an exponential (ν2) 
random variable implying that µ1 = 1 ν1 ,  µ2 = 1 ν2 .   
 
Since π = π1
π 2
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟ =
1 2
1 2
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟ , M =
m11 m12
m21 m22
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
=
1 ν1 +1 ν2 1 ν1
1 ν2 1 ν1 +1 ν2
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
,    
it follows that Kemeny’s function, under Definition 1,  is given by 
k (1) = Mπ = (1 ν1)+ (1 2ν2 )(1 2ν1)+ (1 ν2 )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟  . 
Thus k (1) = ke⇔ν1 = ν2 = ν ,  say,  with k = 3 2ν ,  in which case the two-state MC in 
continuous time reduces to a Renewal process with exponential holding times, i.e. a Poisson  
process. 
Since ϖ = ϖ1
ϖ 2
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟ =
ν2 (ν1 +ν2 )
ν1 (ν1 +ν2 )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟ ,  it follows that Kemeny’s function under Definition 2, 
is given by k (2) = Mϖ = (1 ν1)+ (1 (ν1 +ν2 ))(1 ν2 )+ (1 (ν1 +ν2 ))
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟   
Similarly k (2) = ke⇔ν1 = ν2 = ν ,  say, with k = 3 2ν , as above. 
k°(2) = Mϖ  − µ = 1
ν1 +ν2
1
1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
=
m12ϖ 2
m21ϖ1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
,  as expected from Corollary 2.2. 
 
In conclusion, while under special situations Markov renewal processes including discrete 
Markov chains in continuous time, may retain the special constant feature of Kemeny’s 
constant exhibited in discrete time MC’s, the constant nature does not hold in general. 
 
We conclude by considering a general three-state Birth and Death process. 
 
Example 3: Three-state Birth and Death process in continuous time 
 
We consider the process with state-space S = {1, 2, 3}, with birth rates αi, for i = 1, 2  and 
death rates βi = 2, 3.  Let ρ2 =α 2 β2 .  
Thus Q =
−α1 α1 0
β2 −(α 2 + β2 ) α 2
0 β3 −β3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
,  P =
0 1 0
1 (1+ ρ2 ) 0 ρ2 (1+ ρ2 )
0 1 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
,  are respectively 
the infinitesimal generator of the MC in continuous time and the transition matrix of the 
embedded discrete time MC. 
 
The stationary probability vector of the embedded MC is given by the solution of π T = π T P  
giving π T = (π1,π 2,π 3) = 1 2(1+ ρ2 ), 1 2, ρ2 2(1+ ρ2 )( ) . 
The stationary probability vector of the continuous-time MC is given by the solution of 
ϖ TQ = 0T ,  giving ϖ T = (ϖ1,ϖ 2,ϖ 3) = ϖ1, (α1 β2 )ϖ1 (α1α 2 β2β3)ϖ1( )  where 
ϖ1 = 1 (1+α1 β 2 +α1α 2 β 2 β3).   
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Observe that P(1) = µij⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ =
0 1 α1 0
1 1+ ρ2( ) 1 α 2 + β2( ) 0 ρ2 1+ ρ2( ) 1 α 2 + β2( )
0 1 β3 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
,  leading to 
the vector of mean holding times µ =
µ1
µ2
µ3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
1 α1
1 (α 2 + β2 )
1 β3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
.   
The mean asymptotic increment. λ = π T µ = 12(1+ ρ2 )
1
α1
+ 1
β2
+ α 2
β2β3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥ =
1
2(1+ ρ2 )α1ϖ1
.  
 
In this special case one can solve for the mean first passage times directly from equation (3.2) 
or (3.4).  This leads to following expressions 
 
(1)  m11 =
1
α1
+ 1
β2
+ ρ2
β3
= 2λ(1+ ρ2 )
(2)  m12 =
1
α1
,
(3)  m13 =
1
α1
+ 1
α 2
+ 1
α1ρ2
= m33 +
1
α1
,
  
(4)  m21 =
1
β2
+ ρ2
β3
= m11 −
1
α1
,
(5)  m22 =
1
(1+ ρ2 )
1
α1
+ 1
β2
+ ρ2
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
= m11(1+ ρ2 )
= 2λ,
(6)  m23 =
1
ρ2α1
+ 1
α 2
= m33 −
1
β2
 
 
(7)  m31 =
1
β2
+ 1+ ρ2
β3
= m11 −
1
α1
+ 1
β3
,
(8)  m32 =
1
β3
(9) m33 =
1
ρ2α1
+ 1
α 2
+ 1
β3
= (1+ ρ2 )m22
ρ2
= m11
ρ2
= 2λ(1+ ρ2 )
ρ2
  
  
Note that simplification of expressions can be effected by noting that 2λ(1+ ρ2 )α1ϖ1 = 1.   
Since m11 = 2λ(1+ ρ2 ),  m22 = 2λ,  m33 = 2λ(1+ ρ2 ) ρ2  this implies that 
m11ϖ1 = 1 α1 ,  m22ϖ 2 = 1 (α 2 + β2 ),  m33ϖ 3 = 1 β3 ,  or as a result that miiϖ i = µi .  
 
With these expressions we can now find expressions for the three Kemeny vector functions and 
their variants: 
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k (1) = Mπ =
k1(1)
k2(1)
k3(1)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
2λ + π1 +π 3
α1
− π 3
β3
3λ − π1
α1
− π 3
β3
2λ − π1
α1
+ (π1 +π 2 )
β3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
, k°(1) = Mπ − λe =
λ + π1 +π 3
α1
− π 3
β3
2λ − π1
α1
− π 3
β3
λ − π1
α1
+ (π1 +π 2 )
β3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
.   
 leading immediately to k1(1) = k2(1) ⇔λ =
1
α1
;   k2(1) = k3(1) ⇔α1 = β3;   k1(1) = k3(1) ⇔α1 = β3;   
From this it is easy to deduce that equality of the first type Kemeny functions holds when  
α1 =α 2 + β2 = β3   consistent with the equality of the mean holding times µ1 = µ2 = µ3.   
 
Similarly 
k (2) = Mϖ =
k1(2)
k2(2)
k3(2)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
1
α1
+ϖ 2
α1
+ 1
α1
− 1
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
ϖ 3 +
1
β3
1
α1
− ϖ1
α1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ 1
+ 1
α 2 + β2
+ 1
β3
− ϖ 3
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1
α1
− ϖ1
α1
+ϖ1
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
+ϖ 2
β3
+ 1
β3 3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
 
implying k1(2) = k3(2)⇔α1 =α 2 + β2; k1(2) = k3(2)⇔α1 = β3;  k2(2) = k3(2)⇔α 2 + β2 = β3.   
 
Thus the equality of the second type of Kemeny functions also hold if and only if 
α1 =α 2 + β2 = β3  as for the first type. 
k°(2) = Mϖ − µ =
ϖ 2
α1
+ 1
α1
− 1
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
ϖ 3 +
1
β3
1
α1
− ϖ1
α1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ 1
+ 1
β3
− ϖ 3
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1
α1
− ϖ1
α1
+ϖ1
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
+ϖ 2
β3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
= 1−ϖ1
α1
+ 1−ϖ 3
β3
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1
1
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
,  
leading to a constant value for each term 
 
k°i
(2) = ϖ jj=1, j≠i
3∑ mij , as expected from Corollary2.2. 
 
The equality conditions for the third type are as for the first type by virtue of the earlier 
observation that k (3) = (1 λ)k (1).  
 
In conclusion we have established and illustrated by a number of examples that for a finite 
irreducible Markov renewal process and the special cases of Markov chains in continuous time 
(including Birth – death processes) Kemeny’s functions – defined in a variety ways - are 
constant if and only if the mean sojourn time of the MRP on any visit to a state is constant. 
However, for one particular variant, 
 
ϖ jj=1, j≠i
m∑ mij , this sum is constant for all states in any 
finite irreducible MRP. This is consistent with the observations of Bini et. al. (2017) leading to 
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a natural extension of Kemeny’s constant to not only Markov chains in continuous time but to 
Markov renewal processes in general. 
 
In this paper we have not examined the case of an infinite countable state space having used 
matrix techniques involving finite dimensional matrices to develop the results. The paper by 
Bini et. al, (2017) extends the results to countably infinite state spaces on not only discrete time 
Markov chains but also continuous time Markov chains. The arguments involve conditions for 
the convergence or divergence of Kemeny constant functions. 
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